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Abstract. We discuss ordinary differential equations with delay and memory
terms in Hilbert spaces. By introducing a time derivative as a normal opera-
tor in an appropriate Hilbert space, we develop a new approach to a solution
theory covering integro-differential equations, neutral differential equations and
general delay differential equations within a unified framework. We show that
reasonable differential equations lead to causal solution operators.
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1 Introduction
Delay differential equations (DDE)
9xptq “ fpt, xtq (1)
are important in many areas of engineering and science (see e.g. [2] and the references
therein). Let t0, t1 P R with t0 ă t1. If a P Rě0 denotes the maximal delay and x :
rt0´ a, t1s Ñ Rn is a continuous function then for t P rt0, t1s the function xt : r´a, 0s Ñ Rn
denotes its (restricted) translate, which is defined by xtpθq “ xpt ` θq for θ P r´a, 0s. A
continuous function x : rt0´ a, t1s Ñ Rn is a solution of (1) which takes at the initial time
t0 the initial value φ P C :“ Cpr´a, 0s,Rnq, if it satisfies the following initial condition and
integral equation [10, Lemma 1.1]
xt0 “ φ, xptq “ φp0q `
ż t
t0
fps, xsq ds for t P rt0, t1s. (2)
Note that it is assumed that f : D Ñ Rn is defined on an open subset D Ď R ˆ C and
rt0, t1s Q s ÞÑ fps, xsq P Rn is well-defined and continuous.
Instead of viewing solutions x : rt0 ´ a, t1s Ñ Rn as functions with values in Rn one can
equivalently consider the induced mapping rt0, t1s Q t ÞÑ xt P C (see e.g. [4, 10]). Utilizing
(2) and a contraction argument one can show the following existence theorem.
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Theorem 1.1 ([10, Theorem 2.3]). Suppose that f : D Ñ Rn is continuous and Lipschitz
continuous w.r.t. the second argument on every compact subset of D. Then for pt0, φq P D
equation (1) subject to the initial condition xt0 “ φ, has a unique solution.
Examples of delay differential equations (1) include
• ordinary differential equations (a “ 0) 9xptq “ F pxptqq
• differential difference equations 9xptq “ fpt, xptq, xpt ´ τ1ptqq, . . . , xpt ´ τpptqqq with
0 ď τjptq ď a, j “ 1, . . . , p
• integro-differential equations 9xptq “ ş0´a gpt, θ, xpt` θqq dθ
Another important class of delay differential equations which generalizes (1) are
• neutral delay differential equations 9xptq “ fpt, xt, 9xtq, i.e., 9xptq depends not only on
the past history of x but also on the past history of 9x
For an approach to a general class of partial differential delay equations, see [19, 20].
Solution theories for DDEs (1) adopt the point of view of semigroup theory and have as
a common feature that they work with the integral equation representation (2) ([4, 3, 5]).
In this paper we suggest a new approach to delay equations which is based on a unified
Hilbert space approach for differential equations by Picard et al. [14, 15, 16] and focusses
on the properties of the time derivative as an operator on tailor-made solution spaces of
exponentially bounded functions on the whole real line. Applying this approach to DDEs,
it turns out that unbounded delay is not more difficult than bounded delay and many
different classes of equations with memory, including integro-differential and neutral delay
equations, can be treated in a unified way. The method consists in solving the differential
equation in a weak sense. As a trade-off, it is possible to solve equations with source terms
like characteristic functions or finite measures with bounded support on R.
In order to illustrate one of the main ideas of this new approach, namely the time derivative
as an operator acting on a function space of potential solutions defined on the whole
real line, consider a simple special case of DDEs: scalar autonomous ordinary differential
equations and their corresponding initial value problems
9xptq “ fpxptqq for t P Rą0, xp0q “ x0 P R.
For simplicity assume that f : R Ñ R is Lipschitz continuous and satisfies fp0q “ 0. To
extend this initial value problem on Rě0 to R, denote by rx : Rě0 Ñ R its unique solution.rx is continuously differentiable and rxp0`q “ x0. We trivially extend rx by setting
x : R Ñ R, t ÞÑ
"
0, for t P Ră0,rxptq, for t P Rě0.
The extension x is continuously differentiable on Rzt0u. Utilizing the Heavyside function
χRą0, we compute the distributional derivative of x
x1 “ pχRą0 ¨ xq1 “ xp0`qδ ` χRą0x1 “ x0δ ` χRą0x1
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where δ is the Dirac delta distribution. Hence, the distributional derivative of x satisfies
(keep in mind that fp0q “ 0)
x1 “ fpxp¨qq ` x0δ.
With this example in mind, we develop a solution theory for right hand sides being distri-
butions. Moreover, we will cover a comprehensive class of initial value problems within our
perspective (Theorem 5.4). The simplifying assumption fp0q “ 0 will be replaced by the
notion of causality (Theorem 4.5). In order to consistently develop an operator-theoretic
point of view, we need a glimpse on extrapolation spaces and view the time derivative as
an operator on embedded Sobolev spaces of exponentially weighted functions on R which
form a Gelfand triple.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the time-derivative as
a continuously invertible operator in an L2-type space. We define the time-derivative on
the whole real line in order to be able to use the Fourier transform and have a functional
calculus at hand which allows to consider autonomous linear equations of neutral type very
easily (Theorem 5.15). We keep the paper self-contained but cite the basic concepts from
[16].
Section 3 gives the basic solution theory for differential equations of the form 9u “ F puq,
where F is Lipschitz continuous in some appropriate sense. Here, the term solution theory
means that we define a suitable Hilbert space in order to establish existence, uniqueness
and continuous dependence on the data. It should be noted that the respective proofs are
based on the contraction mapping theorem and are therefore comparatively elementary.
We emphasize that since our approach is well-suited for the Hilbert space setting, there
are very few technical difficulties. In particular, we do not encounter problems due to the
non-reflexivity of the underlying space. This may lead to an easier treatment of stability
and bifurcation analysis, since it avoids using the sun-star calculus [4].
Section 4 is devoted to the study of causality which roughly means that a solution up to
time t only depends on the right hand side up to time t. We also state a notion which is
dual to causality and which may be called amnesic. This concept gives a possible way to
rigorously define what it means for a differential equation to be a delay differential equation.
The notion of causality is of prime importance to describe physically reasonable equations,
it was so far almost not present in the classical literature on differential equations and only
recently gained some attention [12, 21, 27]. Section 4 also provides a theorem (Theorem
4.5) that states that reasonable right hand sides lead to causal solution operators.
Section 5 illustrates the applicability and versatility of the concepts developed in the Sec-
tions 3 and 4. The first part of this section deals with the formulation of initial value
problems within our context. In the second part we present a method to establish local
solvability. We only give an introductory example of how to treat equations of the type
9uptq “ gpt, uptqq, where we assume g to be only locally Lipschitz continuous. Adopting
this strategy to the general case would then also lead to a respective local solution theory.
However, since we aim to cover a broad class of a priori different structures, we focus
on global-in-time solutions in order to keep this exposition rather elementary and to avoid
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many technicalities. In the third part of this section we study special types of delay differen-
tial equations including some retarded functional differential equations, integro-differential
equations and equations of neutral type.
To fix notation, let H denote a Hilbert space over the field K where K P tR,Cu.
2 The Time Derivative
To develop our operator-theoretic approach to differential equations with memory, it is
pivotal to establish the time derivative as a boundedly invertible operator in an adequate
Hilbert space setting. This strategy uses specific properties of the one-dimensional deriva-
tive on the real line. In order to describe these structural features appropriately, we need
the following operators.
Definition 2.1. Denoting by C˚8 pRq the set of smooth functions with compact support
and by L2pRq the Hilbert space (of equivalence classes) of square-integrable functions w.r.t.
Lebesgue measure, we define the time derivative
Bc : C˚8 pRq Ď L2pRq Ñ L2pRq : φ ÞÑ φ1
and the multiplication operator
mc : C˚8 pRq Ď L2pRq Ñ L2pRq : φ ÞÑ px ÞÑ xφpxqq.
Moreover, the Fourier transform Fc is defined in the following way
Fc :C˚8 pRq Ď L2pRq Ñ L2pRq
φ ÞÑ
ˆ
x ÞÑ 1?
2π
ż
R
e´ixyφpyqdy
˙
.
Theorem 2.2. The operators Bc, mc, Fc are densely defined and closable. Moreover, for
B :“ ´B˚c , m :“ mc,F :“ Fc the following properties hold
(a) F is unitary from L2pRq onto L2pRq,
(b) DpBq “ tf P L2pRq; f 1 P L2pRqu, where f 1 denotes the distributional derivative,
(c) Dpmq “ tf P L2pRq; px ÞÑ xfpxqq P L2pRqu,
(d) B, im are skew-selfadjoint,
(e) B “ F˚imF .
Proof. The operators Bc, mc, Fc are clearly densely defined. Closability of Fc is clear,
since Fc is norm-preserving and has dense range [28, Theorem V.2.8 and Lemma V.1.10].
Consequently, (a) follows. The closability of Bc and mc follows from Bc Ď B and mc Ď m˚,
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respectively. (b) is immediate from the definition of distributional derivatives and (c) is
easy. The fact that iB is selfadjoint can be found in [11, Example 3.14]. (e) is proved in [1,
Volume 1, p.161-163]. Thus, also (d) follows.
Before we turn to further studies on the operator B, we need to define weighted L2-type
spaces. This was also done in [14, Section 1.2] and for convenience and to fix some notation
it will be paraphrased shortly.
Definition 2.3. Let ̺ P R. DefineH̺,0pRq :“ tf P L2locpRq; px ÞÑ expp´̺xqfpxqq P L2pRqu.
We endow H̺,0pRq with the scalar product
pf, gq ÞÑ xf, gy̺,0 :“
ż
R
fpxq˚gpxq expp´2̺xqdx.
We note that the associated norm, denoted by | ¨ |̺,0, is an L2-type variant of the “Morgenstern-
norm” ([13]), which is familiar from the proof of the classical Picard-Lendelöf theorem.
Moreover, we define the following unitary operator
expp´̺mq : H̺,0pRq Ñ L2pRq : f ÞÑ px ÞÑ expp´̺xqfpxqq.
By the unitarity of expp´̺mq we have expp´̺mq´1 “ expp´̺mq˚.
Remark 2.4. We note that for selfadjoint operators A the spectrum is purely real, i.e.,
σpAq Ď R. Consequently, the spectrum of skew-selfadjoint operators is contained in the
imaginary axis.
Denoting by ‖¨‖LpX,Y q the operator norm of a bounded linear operator from the Banach
space X to the Banach space Y , we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2.5. Let ̺ P Rzt0u. Define B̺ :“ expp´̺mq´1B expp´̺mq. Introducing the
Fourier-Laplace transform L̺ :“ F expp´̺mq and B0,̺ :“ B̺ ` ̺, we have the following
(a) B̺ “ L˚̺imL̺,
(b) the operators im` ̺, B0,̺ are continuously invertible,
(c) B´10,̺ “ L˚̺pim` ̺q´1L̺,
(d) ‖B´10,̺‖LpH̺,0pRq,H̺,0pRqq “ ‖pim` ̺q´1‖LpL2pRq,L2pRqq “ 1|̺| .
Moreover, the following formula holds
`B´10,̺ϕ˘ pxq “ `pB̺ ` ̺q´1 ϕ˘ pxq “
#şx
´8 ϕ ptq dt, ̺ ą 0,
´ ş´8
x
ϕ ptq dt, ̺ ă 0,
for all ϕ P C˚8 pRq and x P R.
Proof. (a) is immediate from Definition 2.3 and Theorem 2.2. (b) follows from Remark
2.4. (c) is clear by (a). The remaining formulas are elementary.
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We emphasize that B0,̺ only depends on ̺ with regards to the domain of definition, i.e.,
for all f P DpB0,̺1q XDpB0,̺2q it holds B0,̺1f “ B0,̺2f for all ̺1, ̺2 P R. Moreover, C˚8 pRq
is a core for B0,̺ and we have for φ P C˚8 pRq, the equality
Bφ “ B0,̺φ “ pB̺ ` ̺qφ.
We will show that our solution theory is independent of ̺ (see Remark 2.11 and Theorem
4.6 for a more detailed discussion).
In our approach to delay differential equations, we will need a glimpse on extrapolation
spaces. The core of the issues needed here is summarized in the next definition and the
subsequent theorem.
Definition 2.6. For ̺ P Rzt0u we define H̺,´1pRq :“ H´̺,1pRq˚ the space of continuous
linear functionals on H´̺,1pRq. The respective norm is denoted by |¨|̺,´1. Moreover, define
H̺,1pRq as the Hilbert space DpB0,̺q endowed with the norm |¨|̺,1 : φ ÞÑ |B0,̺φ|̺,0.
Remark 2.7. We note that we may identify H̺,0pRq Ď H̺,´1pRq via the mapping
H̺,0pRq Q φ ÞÑ pH´̺,1pRq Q ψ ÞÑ xexpp´̺mqφ, expp̺mqψy0,0 “: xφ, ψy0,0 P Kq P H̺,´1pRq.
We shall do so henceforth.
Theorem 2.8. Let ̺ P Rzt0u. Then we have the following chain of continuous embeddings
H´̺,1pRq ãÑ H´̺,0pRq expp̺mqÑ H0,0pRq expp´̺mq
´1Ñ H̺,0pRq ãÑ H̺,´1pRq,
the triple pH´̺,1pRq, H0,0pRq, H̺,´1pRqq is a Gelfand triple. The following mappings
B0,1Ñ0 :H´̺,1pRq Ñ H´̺,0pRq
φ ÞÑ B0,´̺φ
B0,0Ñ1 :H´̺,0pRq Ñ H´̺,1pRq
φ ÞÑ B´10,´̺φ
B0,0Ñ´1 :H̺,0pRq Ñ H̺,´1pRq
φ ÞÑ pH´̺,1pRq Q ψ ÞÑ xφ,´B0,´̺ψy0,0q
B0,´1Ñ0 :H̺,´1pRq Ñ H̺,0pRq
φ ÞÑ `H´̺,0pRq Q ψ ÞÑ φp´B´10,´̺ψq˘
are unitary.
Proof. This is part of the more general construction of Sobolev chains and can be found
in [16, 23].
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Remark 2.9.
(a) For the sake of simplicity, we will write B0,´̺ for B0,1Ñ0, B´10,´̺ for B0,0Ñ1, B0,̺ for B0,0Ñ´1
and B0,´̺ for B0,´1Ñ0. With this notation, we arrive at the following duality. For
φ, ψ P C˚8pRq and ̺ P Rzt0u we have
xB0,̺φ, ψy0,0 “ xφ,´B0,´̺ψy0,0 and xB´10,̺φ, ψy0,0 “ xφ,´B´10,´̺ψy0,0.
(b) We shall mention another possible duality, namely that of the Hilbert space adjoint,
which in this setting may be computed. It is straightforward to show that the adjoint
pB´10,̺q˚ of B´10,̺ : H̺,0pRq Ñ H̺,0pRq is given by
pB´10,̺q˚ “ expp̺mq´1 expp´̺mqB´10,´̺ expp´̺mq´1 expp̺mq.
We may also use the continuous extension of pB´10,̺q˚ as a Banach space isomorphism
from H̺,´1pRq to H̺,0pRq.
(c) Assume ̺ ą 0. Developing our approach to delay equations, we will define what it
means for a mapping to have delay or to be amnesic in Section 4.2. Prototypes for the
former are B´10,̺ and pB´10,´̺q˚, for the latter pB´10,̺q˚ and B´10,´̺.
(d) All the theory developed above can be generalized to function spaces with values in a
Hilbert space. A way for doing so is by means of tensor product constructions, which
can be found in [26, 16]. We use the notation introduced in [16], i.e., for two Hilbert
spaces H1 and H2 the tensor product will be denoted by H1 b H2. For total subsets
D1 Ď H1 and D2 Ď H2, we denote the algebraic tensor product by
D1
ab D2 :“ spantφb ψ;φ P D1, ψ P D2u.
Let H be a Hilbert space and A : DpAq Ď H1 Ñ H2 be a closable, densely defined
linear operator. The identity in H is denoted by 1H . Let D Ď H be dense. For
φ P DpAq and ψ P D, we may define
pA ab 1Hqpφb ψq :“ Aφb ψ.
It can be shown that A
ab 1H has a well-defined linear extension as an operator from
DpAq ab D Ď H1 bH to H2 bH , we re-use the name A
ab 1H for that extension. The
closure of A
ab 1H is again a linear operator, which will be denoted by A b 1H . An
analogous construction can be done for 1H b A.
(e) We specialize the latter remark. If H is a Hilbert space of functions, e.g., if H “
L2pΩ,Σ, µq for some measure space pΩ,Σ, µq the Hilbert space tensor product
L2pΩ,Σ, µqbH1 is isometrically isomorphic to the space of square-integrable H1-valued
L2-functions L2pΩ,Σ, µ;Hq. In that case the operator 1L2pΩ,Σ,µq b A is the canonical
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extension of A, which acts as
p1L2pΩ,Σ,µq b Aqpt ÞÑ χSptqφq “ pt ÞÑ χSptqAφq,
where S P Σ, µpSq ă 8, φ P DpAq and χS denotes the characteristic function of the
set S. We shall use the identification of the tensor product and the space of vector-
valued functions in the sequel. We will not distinguish notationally between the norm
in H̺,kpRq and H̺,kpRq bH for k P t´1, 0, 1u. Moreover, we will also use the name A
for the extension of an operator to the tensor product.
The operator B´10,̺ is a normal operator in H̺,0pRq. Therefore, it admits a functional cal-
culus, which may be generalized to operator-valued functions. Note that, similar to the
forumlas for B´10,̺, the functional calculus depends on the sign of ̺, which we denote by
sgnp̺q. We denote by BCpx, rq the open ball in C around x P C with radius r P Rą0.
Definition 2.10. Let ̺ P Rzt0u. Define L̺ :“ L̺ b 1H . Let r ą 12|̺| and M :
BCpsgnp̺qr, rq Ñ LpHq be bounded and analytic. Define
M
`B´10,̺˘ :“ L˚̺ M ˆ 1im` ̺
˙
L̺,
where
M
ˆ
1
im` ̺
˙
φptq :“M
ˆ
1
it` ̺
˙
φptq pt P Rq
for φ P C˚8 pR;Hq.
Remark 2.11.
(a) It is easy to see that ‖MpB´10,̺q‖LpH̺,0pRqbH,H̺,0pRqbHq ď supzPBpsgnp̺qr,rq‖Mpzq‖LpHq.
(b) The definition of MpB´10,̺q is largely independent of the choice of ̺ in the sense that the
operatorsMpB´10,̺1q andMpB´10,̺2q for two different parameters ̺1, ̺2 such that ̺1 ¨̺2 ą 0
coincide on the intersection of the respective domains. A proof of this statement can
be found in [16, Theorem 6.1.4] or [23, Lemma 1.3.2].
(c) The operator MpB´10,̺q has a unique continuous extension to H̺,´1pRq bH , which will
be denoted by MpB´10,̺q as well. More precisely, we may define
MpB´10,̺q : H̺,´1pRq bH Ñ H̺,´1pRq bH
φ ÞÑ pH´̺,1pRq bH Q ψ ÞÑ xMpB´10,̺qB´10,̺φ,´B0,´̺ψy0,0q.
This definition is justified by observing that MpB´10,̺qB´10,̺φ “ B´10,̺MpB´10,̺qφ for all φ P
H̺,0pR;Hq.
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3 Basic Solution Theory
A prominent example of an analytic and bounded function of B´10,̺ is the delay operator,
which itself is a special case of the time translation:
Example 2.12 (Time translation). Let r P Rą0, ̺ P Rą1{2r, h P R and u P H̺,0pRq bH .
We define
τhu :“ up¨ ` hq.
The operator τh P LpH̺,0pRqbH,H̺,0pRqbHq is called time translation operator. We note
that τhB´10,̺ “ B´10,̺τh holds. Therefore, there is a unique continuous extension of τh to the
space H̺,´1pRq bH . We will use the same name for that extension. The operator norm
of τh equals expph̺q. If h ă 0 the operator τh is also called a delay operator. In that case
the mapping
BCpr, rq Q z ÞÑMpzq :“ exppz´1hq1H
is analytic and uniformly bounded. An easy computation shows for u P H̺,0 bH that
expp`B´10,̺˘´1 hq1Hu “MpB´10,̺qu “ L˚̺ expppim` ̺qhqL̺u “ up¨ ` hq.
Analytic, bounded, operator-valued functions of B´10,̺ have the following properties, which
can be found in [15, Theorem 2.10] or [23, Lemma 1.3.2] (the link between the causality
notions is established in [23, Lemma 1.2.3]).
Theorem 2.13. Let r P Rą0, H a Hilbert space and M : BCpr, rq Ñ LpHq be an analytic,
bounded mapping. Then for all ̺ P Rą1{2r the operator MpB´10,̺q is a causal (in the sense of
[12, 16] also cp. Definition 4.1), bounded linear operator in H̺,0pRq bH.
We shall discuss other possible analytic functions of B´10,̺ in Example 5.13.
3 Basic Solution Theory
Let H be a Hilbert space. In the framework prepared in the previous section we consider
equations of the form
B0,̺u “ F puq. (3)
Before we desribe the properties of F , we introduce a particular type of test function space
and a particular type of distributions.
Definition 3.1. Denoting by supp φ the support of a function φ, we define
C˚`8 pR;Hq :“ tφ P C8 pR;Hq ; sup suppφ ă 8, there is n P N with φpnq P C˚8 pR;Hqu
and
C˚`8 pR;Hq1 :“ tφ : C˚`8 pR;Hq Ñ K;φ linearu.
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The right-hand side F in (3) is assumed to be a mapping
F : C˚8 pR;Hq Ñ C˚`8 pR;Hq1 .
Moreover, assume the existence of ̺0 P Rą0 and s P p0, 1q such that for all ̺ P Rą̺0 there
is K P Rą0 such that for all u, w P C˚8 pR;Hq and ψ P C˚`8 pR;Hq we have
|F p0qpψq| ď K|ψ|´̺,1 and |F puqpψq ´ F pwqpψq| ď s|ψ|´̺,1|u´ w|̺,0. (4)
It is straightforward that for all ̺ P Rą̺0 the mapping F possesses a unique Lipschitz
continuous extension F̺ from H̺,0pRq b H to H̺,´1pRq b H . The respective Lipschitz
constant may be chosen strictly less than 1. In order to obtain well-posedness of (3),
the task is in finding ̺ such that (3) admits a unique solution u, which continuously
depends on the right hand side F in some adapted sense. In this setting (3) should hold in
H̺,´1pRq bH noting that B0,̺ can be regarded as the unitary operator from H̺,0pRq bH
onto H̺,´1pRq bH (Theorem 2.8). In this situation we arrive at the following result.
Theorem 3.2 (Picard-Lindelöf). Let ̺0 P Rą0, s P p0, 1q and let F : C˚8 pR;Hq Ñ
C˚`8 pR;Hq1 be such that the estimates (4) hold for all ̺ P Rą̺0. Then for all ̺ P Rą̺0 there
exists a uniquely determined u P H̺,0pRq bH such that
B0,̺u “ F̺puq in H̺,´1pRq bH.
Proof. Let ̺ P Rą̺0 . We consider the fixed point problem
u “ B´10,̺F̺puq. (5)
According to Theorem 2.8 the operator B´10,̺ is unitary from H̺,´1pRq bH to H̺,0pRq bH .
Since the Lipschitz constant of F̺ is strictly less than 1, the contraction mapping theorem
implies the existence of a unique u P H̺,0pRq b H satisfying (5). For this fixed point it
follows that
B0,̺u “ F̺puq in H̺,´1pRq bH.
The uniqueness of the solution follows immediately, since for any element x P H̺,0pRqbH
satisfying (3) the fixed point equation (5) holds as well. Since this fixed point is unique,
we conclude u “ x.
If we discuss a particular class of equations of neutral type (see Theorem 5.16), it turns
out that the respective function F satisfies another estimate than (4). We consider other
possible cases subsequently.
Corollary 3.3. Let ̺0 P Rą0, s P p0, 1q and let F : C˚8 pR;Hq Ñ C˚`8 pR;Hq1 be such that
for all ̺ P Rą̺0, there is K P Rą0 such that for all u, w P C˚8 pR;Hq and ψ P C˚`8 pR;Hq
we have
|F p0qpψq| ď K|ψ|´̺,0 and |F puqpψq ´ F pwqpψq| ď s|ψ|´̺,0|u´ w|̺,1.
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For ̺ P Rą̺0 denote by F̺ : H̺,1pRq bH Ñ H̺,0pRq bH the strictly contracting extension
of F . Then for all ̺ P Rą̺0 there is a unique u P H̺,1pRq bH satisfying
B0,̺u “ F̺puq
in H̺,0pRq bH.
Proof. Let ̺ P Rą̺0 . We consider the mapping
G : H̺,0pRq bH Ñ H̺,´1pRq bH
v ÞÑ B0,̺F̺pB´10,̺vq.
Since the operators B0,̺ and B´10,̺ are unitary, it follows that G̺ is strictly contracting. Thus,
by Theorem 3.2 there exists a unique v P H̺,0pRq bH with
B0,̺v “ Gpvq “ B0,̺F̺pB´10,̺vq
which is equivalent to
v “ F̺pB´10,̺vq.
By setting u :“ B´10,̺v P H̺,1pRq b H , we obtain the desired solution of our differential
equation. The uniqueness is clear since any solution x P H̺,1pRq bH satisfies
B0,̺x “ F̺pxq “ F̺pB´10,̺B0,̺xq.
Hence, by the uniqueness of v we obtain B0,̺x “ v and thus x “ u.
If we impose a modified Lipschitz-type condition on F , it turns out that we gain better
regularity of the solution. It should be noted that in contrary to (4) this estimate does not
impose a strict contractivity condition on F .
Corollary 3.4. Let k P t0, 1u, ̺0, C P Rą0 and let F : C˚8 pR;Hq Ñ C˚`8 pR;Hq1 be
such that for all ̺ P Rą̺0, there exists K P Rą0 such that for all u, w P C˚8 pR;Hq and
ψ P C˚`8 pR;Hq we have
|F p0qpψq| ď K|ψ|´̺,k and |F puqpψq ´ F pwqpψq| ď C|ψ|´̺,k|u´ w|̺,k.
For ̺ P Rą̺0 we denote by F̺ : H̺,kpRqbH Ñ H̺,kpRqbH the unique continuous extension
of F . Then for all ̺ P RąmaxtC,̺0u there is a unique u P H̺,k`1pRq bH with
B0,̺u “ F̺puq in H̺,kpRq bH.
Proof. Let ̺ P RąmaxtC,̺0u. For ψ P C˚`8 pR;Hq, we observe that by Theorem 2.8
|ψ|´̺,k “ |B´10,´̺B0,´̺ψ|´̺,k ď
1
̺
|B0,´̺ψ|´̺,k “ 1
̺
|ψ|´̺,k`1.
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Consequently, F̺ considered as a mapping with values in H̺,k´1pRqbH is strictly contract-
ing. Thus, we are in the situation of Theorem 3.2 if k “ 0 or in the situation of Corollary
3.3 in the case k “ 1. Hence, we find a unique u P H̺,kpRq bH with
B0,̺u “ F̺puq.
Since F̺puq P H̺,kpRqbH , it follows that indeed u P H̺,k`1pRqbH and the equation even
holds in H̺,kpRq bH .
Remark 3.5. It should be noted that the solution of (3) seems to depend on the choice of
the parameter ̺ P Rą̺0 . This however is not the case and will be shown in Theorem 4.6.
Now we show the continuous dependence of our solution u of (3) on the function F with
respect to a suitable topology. For a Lipschitz continuous mapping F : H̺,0pRq b H Ñ
H̺,´1pRq bH we denote the best Lipschitz constant of F by |F |Lip.
Theorem 3.6. Let ̺ P Rą0 and
F,G : H̺,0pRq bH Ñ H̺,´1pRq bH
be two Lipschitz-continuous mappings with
|F |Lip ` |G|Lip
2
ă 1.
Furthermore let u, v P H̺,0pRq bH with
B0,̺u “ F puq and B0,̺v “ Gpvq.
Then
|u´ v|̺,0 ď 1
1´ |F |Lip`|G|Lip
2
sup
xPH̺,0pRqbH
|F pxq ´Gpxq|̺,´1.
Proof. For u and v we compute in H̺,0pRq bH
u´ v “B´10,̺F puq ´ B´10,̺Gpvq
“1
2
B´10,̺pF puq ´ F pvqq ´
1
2
B´10,̺pGpvq ´ F pvqq `
1
2
B´10,̺F puq ´
1
2
B´10,̺Gpvq
“1
2
B´10,̺pF puq ´ F pvqq `
1
2
B´10,̺pGpuq ´Gpvqq ´
1
2
B´10,̺pGpvq ´ F pvqq `
1
2
B´10,̺pF puq ´Gpuqq.
The latter yields
|u´ v|̺,0 ď 1
2
p|F |Lip ` |G|Lipq|u´ v|̺,0 ` sup
xPH̺,0pRqbH
|F pxq ´Gpxq|̺,´1
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and thus
|u´ v|̺,0 ď 1
1´ |F |Lip`|G|Lip
2
sup
xPH̺,0pRqbH
|F pxq ´Gpxq|̺,´1.
Remark 3.7.
(a) In the case of
F,G : H̺,1pRq bH Ñ H̺,0pRq bH
with |F |Lip ` |G|Lip
2
ă 1
we consider the mappings rF, rG given by rF pvq “ B0,̺F pB´10,̺vq and rGpvq “ B0,̺GpB´10,̺vq
for v P H̺,0pRqbH . These mappings are again Lipschitz continuous from H̺,0pRqbH
to H̺,´1pRq bH with
| rF |Lip “ |F |Lip and | rG|Lip “ |G|Lip.
Thus we have
|ru´ rv|̺,0 ď 1
1´ | rF |Lip`| rG|Lip
2
sup
xPH̺,0pRqbH
| rF pxq ´ rGpxq|̺,´1
for B0,̺ru “ rF pruq and B0,̺rv “ rGprvq by Theorem 3.6. Since u :“ B´10,̺ru and v :“ B´10,̺rv
satisfy B0,̺u “ F puq and B0,̺v “ Gpvq we conclude that, by using the unitarity of B´10,̺
|u´ v|̺,1 ď 1
1´ |F |Lip`|G|Lip
2
sup
xPH̺,1pRqbH
|F pxq ´Gpxq|̺,0.
(b) If
F,G : H̺,kpRq bH Ñ H̺,kpRq bH
with |F |Lip ` |G|Lip
2
ă ̺
for k P t0, 1u we consider the functions
rF , rG : H̺,kpRq bH Ñ H̺,k´1pRq bH
with rF pxq “ F pxq and rGpxq “ Gpxq for x P H̺,kpRq b H . Then we can estimate
the Lipschitz-constants of rF and rG by ̺´1|F |Lip and ̺´1|G|Lip, respectively. Thus we
conclude
| rF |Lip ` | rG|Lip
2
ă 1
and hence, we can apply Theorem 3.6 in the case k “ 0 and Remark 3.7(a) in the case
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k “ 1. Thus for u, v P H̺,kpRq bH with B0,̺u “ F puq and B0,̺v “ Gpvq we get
|u´ v|̺,k ď 1
1´ | rF |Lip`| rG|Lip
2
sup
xPH̺,kpRqbH
| rF pxq ´ rGpxq|̺,k´1
ď 1
̺´ |F |Lip`|G|Lip
2
sup
xPH̺,kpRqbH
|F pxq ´Gpxq|̺,k.
Another common case is that F has two arguments, i.e.,
F : pH̺,0pRq bHq ‘ pH̺,´1pRq bHq Ñ H̺,´1pRq bH
pu, fq ÞÑ F pu, fq,
where the second argument f should be interpreted as a certain source term, cf. Theorem
5.4. Then we arrive at the problem of finding u P H̺,0pRq bH such that
B0,̺u “ F pu, fq (6)
for a fixed f P H̺,´1pRq bH . We now define what it means for (6) to be autonomous.
Definition 3.8. An ordinary differential equation of the form (6) is called autonomous if
F commutes with time translation, i.e., for all u P H̺,0pRq b H, f P H̺,´1pRq b H and
h P R we have
F pτhu, τhfq “ τhF pu, fq.
Remark 3.9. In the situation of an autonomous equation (6) it follows that for a solution
u P H̺,0pRq bH and for each h P R
B0,̺τhu “ τhB0,̺u “ τhF pu, fq “ F pτhu, τhfq.
This means that the translated solution solves the equation for the translated source term
f .
4 Causality and Memory
4.1 Causal Solution Operators
If a solution of an evolutionary problem up to time a only depends on the equation up to
time a, then the solution operator is called causal or nonanticipative. Already Volterra im-
plicitely used nonanticipative operators in his work on integral equations. Later Tychonoff
made contributions in developing the theory of functional equations involving causal op-
erators, cp. also [22, 12]. We consider equations of the form (3) with time on the whole
real line. In this setting causality is a natural property of the solution operator. At first
we give a definition of causality in our framework.
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Definition 4.1. Let X, Y be Hilbert spaces, ̺ P R. A mapping
W : D pW q Ď H̺,0pRq bX Ñ H̺,0pRq b Y
is called causal if for all a P R, x, y P D pW q1
pχRăa pm0q px´ yq “ 0 ùñ χRăa pm0q pW pxq ´W pyqq “ 0q .
Remark 4.2.
(a) An equivalent formulation of causality is the following, cf. also [21, 27]. A mapping
W : D pW q Ď H̺,0pRq bX Ñ H̺,0pRq b Y,
is causal, if for all a P R
χRăapm0qW “ χRăapm0qWχRăapm0q.
(b) If ̺ ‰ 0, then it is immediate from the formulas in Theorem 2.8 that B´10,̺ is causal if
and only if ̺ ą 0.
It is remarkable that causality is actually implied by the uniform Lipschitz continuity we
required in Theorem 3.2. In order to prove this fact, i.e., Theorem 4.5, we need a definition.
Definition 4.3. Let w P C˚`8 pR;Hq1. Then defineż ¨
´8
w : C˚`8 pR;Hq Ñ R : ψ ÞÑ wp
ż 8
¨
ψq.
Remark 4.4. Let ̺ P Rą0. We choose to identify w P C˚`8 pR;Hq1, for which there exists
C P Rą0 such that for all ψ P C˚`8pR;Hq it holds |wpψq| ď C|ψ|´̺,1, with an element of
H̺,´1pRq bH by appropriate continuous extension. Then we have the equalityż ¨
´8
w “ B´10,̺w P H´̺,0pRq˚ bH – H̺,0pRq bH.
Indeed, let ψ P C˚`8 pR;Hq. Then we haveż ¨
´8
wpψq “ wp
ż 8
¨
ψq “ wp´B´10,´̺ψq “ B´10,̺wpψq.
1For a Hilbert space H and a bounded, measurable function φ : RÑ R, we denote
pφpm0qfqptq :“ φptqfptq pt P R, f P H̺,0pRq bHq.
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Theorem 4.5. With the assumptions and the notation from Theorem 3.2, we have that for
all ̺ P Rą̺0 the mapping B´10,̺F̺ is causal as a mapping from H̺,0pRq bH to H̺,0pRq bH.
Proof. Let a P R, ̺ P Rą̺0 and let φ P C8pRq be bounded. Now, let v P C˚8 pR;Hq and
ψ P C˚8 pR;Hq be such that sup suppψ ď a. For η P Rě̺ we compute
|B´10,̺F̺pvqpψq ´ B´10,̺F̺pφpm0qvqpψq| “ |
ż ¨
´8
F pvqpψq ´
ż ¨
´8
F pφpm0qvqpψq|
“ |B´10,ηFηpvqpψq ´ B´10,ηFηpφpm0qvqpψq|
“ |Fηpvqp´B´10,´ηψq ´ Fηpφpm0qvqp´B´10,´ηψq|
ď |´B´10,´ηψ|´η,1|v ´ φpm0qv|η,0.
“ |ψ|´η,0|v ´ φpm0qv|η,0
ď |ψ|0,0eηa|v ´ φpm0qv|η,0.
Summarizing, we get for η P Rě̺
|B´10,̺F̺pvqpψq ´ B´10,̺F̺pφpm0qvqpψq| ď |ψ|0,0eηa|v ´ φpm0qv|η,0.
By continuity, we deduce for η P Rě̺
|B´10,̺F̺pvqpψq ´ B´10,̺F̺pχRăapm0qvqpψq|
ď |ψ|0,0eηa|v ´ χRăapm0qv|η,0
“ |ψ|0,0eηa|χRąapm0qv|η,0 “ |ψ|0,0eηa
ˆż 8
a
|vptq|2e´2ηtdt
˙ 1
2
“ |ψ|0,0
ˆż 8
0
|vpt` aq|2e´2ηtdt
˙ 1
2
.
Letting η Ñ8 in the above inequality, we conclude that
|B´10,̺F̺pvqpψq ´ B´10,̺F̺pχRăapm0qvqpψq| “ 0.
Hence, by the choice of ψ, the function B´10,̺F̺pvq ´ B´10,̺F̺pχp´8,aqpm0qvq is not supported
on the set Răa. This yields the claim.
Of course, as it was already noted in Remark 3.5, it is tempting to believe that the solution
of (3) provided by the above Picard-Lindelöf-type theorems (cf. Theorem 3.2 and the
Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4) depends on the particular choice of ̺. This is not the case as our
next result confirms.
Theorem 4.6. With the assumptions and the notation from Theorem 3.2, the following
holds. The respective solutions w̺k P H̺k,0pRq b H, k P t1, 2u, of (3) for ̺1, ̺2 ě ̺0,
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coincide, i.e.,
w̺1 “ w̺2 P H̺1,0pRq bH XH̺2,0pRq bH
provided that
B0,̺1w̺1 “ F̺1pw̺1q and B0,̺2w̺2 “ F̺2pw̺2q
holds in H̺1,´1pRq bH and H̺2,´1pRq bH, respectively.
Proof. Let a P R, ̺ P Rě̺0. Denoting by w̺ the solution of
B0,̺w̺ “ F̺pw̺q P H̺,´1pRq bH,
we recall w̺ P H̺,0pRq bH . Moreover, we have due to causality, i.e., Theorem 4.5
χRăa pm0qw̺ “ χRăa pm0q B´10,̺F pw̺q
“ χRăa pm0q B´10,̺F pχRăa pm0qw̺q .
Let ̺ P Rě̺0 be such that mint̺1, ̺2u ě ̺. Then, as B´10,̺F̺ leaves H̺,0pRq bH invariant,
we have for k P t1, 2u, since χRăapm0qw̺k P H̺,0pRq bH , the following equality
χRăapm0qB´10,̺kF̺kpχRăapm0qw̺kq “ χRăapm0qB´10,̺F̺pχRăapm0qw̺kq.
Hence,@
w̺1 ´ w̺2
ˇˇ
χRăa pm0q pw̺1 ´ w̺2q
D
̺,0
“
“ @w̺1 ´ w̺2 ˇˇχRăa pm0q `B´10,̺F̺ pχRăa pm0qw̺2q ´ B´10,̺F̺ pχRăa pm0qw̺2q˘D̺,0 .
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we get
|χRăa pm0q pw̺1 ´ w̺2q|2̺,0
ď |F pχRăa pm0qw̺1q ´ F pχRăa pm0qw̺2q|̺,´1 |χRăa pm0q pw̺1 ´ w̺2q|̺,0
ď s |χRăa pm0q pw̺1 ´ w̺2q|2̺,0 .
Since s ă 1, we deduce |χRăa pm0q pw̺1 ´ w̺2q|̺,0 “ 0. Since a P R was arbitrary, the
desired result follows.
In the spirit of the continuous dependence result Theorem 3.6, we now show causality of
the solution operator in a suitably adapted sense. Thereby, we strengthen the causality
result by showing that the solution is independent of any future of F . Before, however,
stating the theorem, we define the set of possible right hand sides in (3) for some ̺ P Rą0.
Definition 4.7. Let H be a Hilbert space. For ̺ P Rą0 we define ConevpH̺,0pRq b
H ;H̺,´1pRqbHq the set of all eventually contracting mappings, i.e., F P ConevpH̺,0pRqb
H ;H̺,´1pRqbHq if and only if F : H̺,0pRqbH Ñ H̺,´1pRqbH and there exists s P p0, 1q
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such that for all η P Rě̺, there is K P Rą0 such that for all u, w P C˚8pR;Hq and
ψ P C˚`8pR;Hq it holds
|F p0qpψq| ď K|ψ|´η,1 and |F puqpψq ´ F pwqpψq| ď s|ψ|´η,1|u´ w|η,0.
We may summarize the solution operators of (3) in the following way. Define
S̺ :ConevpH̺,0pRq bH ;H̺,´1pRq bHq Ñ H̺,0pRq bH,
where for F P ConevpH̺,0pRq bH ;H̺,´1pRq bHq the element S̺pF q P H̺,0pRq bH is the
unique fixed point of
x “ B´10,̺F pxq .
Note that Theorem 3.2 ensures the unique existence of this fixed point.
We may formulate the strengthened causality result.
Theorem 4.8. Let ̺ P Rą0, a P R and let H be a Hilbert space. Let F,G P ConevpH̺,0pRqb
H ;H̺,´1pRq b Hq. Assume χRăa pm0q B´10,̺F “ χRăa pm0q B´10,̺G. Then χRăa pm0qS̺pF q “
χRăa pm0qS̺pGq.
Proof. For x, y P H̺,0pRq bH we need to show χRăa pm0q x “ χRăa pm0q y, if
x “ B´10,̺F pxq , y “ B´10,̺G pyq .
Due to the causality of B´10,̺F and B´10,̺G, cf. Theorem 4.5, we have
χRăa pm0q x “ χRăa pm0q B´10,̺F pχRăa pm0q xq
χRăa pm0q y “ χRăa pm0q B´10,̺G pχRăa pm0q yq
“ χRăa pm0q B´10,̺F pχRăa pm0q yq
We see that χRăa pm0q x and χRăa pm0q y are both solutions of a fixed point problem for
the same contractive mapping
χRăa pm0q B´10,̺F,
which implies
χRăa pm0qx “ χRăa pm0q y.
4.2 Delay and Memory
In this section we provide a new definition for operators having delay. In order to do so,
we define the opposite, i.e., we introduce the concept of an operator being memoryless or
amnesic. It is remarkable that this notion is dual to the concept of causality.
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Definition 4.9. Let ̺ P R and X, Y be Hilbert spaces. A mapping
W : D pW q Ď H̺,0pRq bX Ñ H̺,0pRq b Y,
is called amnesic or said to have no delay if for all a P R and x, y P D pW q`
χ
Rąa
pm0q px´ yq “ 0 ùñ χRąa pm0q pW pxq ´W pyqq “ 0
˘
.
If a mapping W is not amnesic, we also say W has memory or has delay.
We observe that, by the very definition, a first example for an amnesic operator is B´10,̺ for
̺ ă 0 or pB´10,̺q˚ for ̺ ą 0. We may also give other examples of amnesic operators, namely
operators of Nemitzki type.
Example 4.10 (Nemitzki operators). Let H be a Hilbert space, f : RˆH Ñ H , ̺ P Rą0.
We assume that f is uniformly Lipschitz continuous with respect to the first variable, i.e.,
there exists L ą 0 such that for all t P R and x, y P H we have
|fpt, xq ´ fpt, yq|H ď L|x´ y|H .
Moreover, assume fpt, 0q “ 0 for all t P R. We may define the following mapping
F̺ : H̺,0pRq bH Ñ H̺,0pRq bH : u ÞÑ pt ÞÑ fpt, uptqqq.
The uniform Lipschitz continuity of f together with fpt, 0q “ 0 for all t P R ensures that
F̺ is well-defined. We claim that F̺ is amnesic. Indeed, let a P R and u, v P H̺,0pRq bH
be such that χRąapm0qpu´ vq “ 0. Then for a.e. t P Rąa we have
F̺pt, uptqq “ F̺pt, χRąaptquptqq “ F̺pt, χRąaptqvptqq “ F̺pt, vptqq.
Thus, the claim follows.
An example of an operator, which has memory is B´10,̺ for ̺ ą 0. Now, we want to define,
when a differential equation of the form (3) is a delay differential equation, which, to the
best of our knowledge, has not been done yet in a mathematically rigorous way. For a
definition of delay differential equations of the form (3), one should take into account that
this should only depend on the right hand side F . However, this right hand side is in
general not of the form to be described as amnesic or to have delay, since F maps in
general into a space with negative index. Taking into account that the operator pB´10,̺q˚
is amnesic for ̺ ą 0 and the application of pB´10,̺q˚ transforms F into a mapping within
H̺,0pRq bH (cf. Remark 2.9(b)), we arrive at the following possible definition.
Definition 4.11. Let H be a Hilbert space, ̺ ą 0 and F P ConevpH̺,0pRqbH ;H̺,´1pRqb
Hq. A differential equation of the form (3), i.e.,
B0,̺u “ F puq
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is called a delay differential equation if
`B´10,̺˘˚ F has delay.
We illustrate this definition by means of the following examples.
Example 4.12. Let H be a Hilbert space and let f : H Ñ H satisfy analogue conditions
as in Example 4.10, i.e., f is Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant L ą 0 and
fp0q “ 0. Let ̺ P RąL, g P H̺,´1pRq b H . We consider a differential equation of the
following form2, with F̺ being analogously defined as in Example 4.10,
B0,̺u “ F̺puq ` g. (7)
The latter equation admits a unique solution u P H̺,0pRq b H by our choice of ̺, cf.
Corollary 3.4. Moreover, this differential equation is not a delay differential equation, since,
as a composition of amnesic mappings, the mapping u ÞÑ pB´10,̺q˚pF̺puq`gq is amnesic itself.
We may change equation (7) a little by introducing a time translation. Let h P Rą0 and
τ´h be the time translation of Example 2.12. Consider the differential equation
B0,̺u “ F̺pτ´huq ` g. (8)
The equation (8) is a delay differential equation, if f is not constant. Indeed, if f is not
constant, then there is x1, x2 P H such that fpx1q ‰ fpx2q. Define u :“ χr´h,0sp¨qx1, v :“
χr´h,0sp¨qx2. Then χRą0pm0qpu´ vq “ 0. Using the fact that pB´10,̺q˚ is amnesic, we get
χRą0pm0qppB´10,̺q˚pF̺pτ´huq ` gq ´ pB´10,̺q˚pF̺pτ´hvq ` gqq
“ χRą0pm0qppB´10,̺q˚pF̺pτ´huqq ´ pB´10,̺q˚pF̺pτ´hvqqq
“ χRą0pm0qppB´10,̺q˚χRą0pm0qpF̺pτ´huqq ´ pB´10,̺q˚χRą0pm0qpF̺pτ´hvqqq
“ χRą0pm0qpB´10,̺q˚χRą0pm0qpF̺pτ´huq ´ F̺pτ´hvqq.
Since for a.e. t P r0, hs we have pF̺pτ´huqptq´F̺pτ´hvqptqq “ fpx1q´fpx2q ‰ 0, we deduce
χRą0pm0qpF̺pτ´huq ´ F̺pτ´hvqq ‰ 0.
Hence, as pB´10,̺q˚ is one-to-one, we have
χRą0pm0qpB´10,̺q˚χRą0pm0qpF̺pτ´huq ´ F̺pτ´hvqq ‰ 0.
This yields that (8) is a delay differential equation. This justifies a posteriori the name
delay operator for τ´h since, by setting f to be the identity on H , the equation (8) is indeed
a delay differential equation.
2Such type of problems will be discussed later, when we come to initial value problems.
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In this section we illustrate the versatility of the concepts developed above. In particular
we give several examples of delay problems in order to show that many delay problems
fit into the unified framework which we developed. We start with a discussion on how to
investigate initial value problems within our context.
5.1 Initial Value Problems for ODE
We discuss the initial value problem
B0u “ F puq, up0q “ u0. (9)
This problem seems not to be covered by our previous reasoning, however, as we will show
now, our abstract solution theory also applies to this initial value problem. Since our
approach basically builds on L2-space based arguments, we need a theorem, which justifies
point-wise evaluation of functions. In order to do so, we define a weighted Hölder-type
space.
Definition 5.1. Let ̺ P Rą0, H Hilbert space. Then we define for a continuous function
φ P CpR;Hq
|φ|̺,8,1{2 :“ sup
 |exp p´̺tqφ ptq|H ˇˇ t P R(
` sup
#
|exp p´̺tqφ ptq ´ exp p´̺sqφ psq|H
|t ´ s|1{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ t, s P R ^ t ­“ s
+
.
Moreover, define C̺,8,1{2pR;Hq :“ tφ P CpR;Hq; |φ|̺,8,1{2 ă 8u. The vector space
C̺,8,1{2pR;Hq becomes a Banach space under the norm |¨|̺,8,1{2.
We have the following form of a Sobolev embedding result.
Lemma 5.2 ([16, Lemma 3.1.59]). Let ̺ P Rzt0u. Then the mapping
C˚8 pR;Hq Ď H̺,1 pRq bH Ñ C̺,8,1{2pR;Hq
u ÞÑ pR Q t ÞÑ u ptq P Hq
has a continuous extension Γ to all of H̺,1 pRq bH (sometimes called the “trace operator”
or the “operator of point-wise evaluation in time”). Moreover, for all u P H̺,1 pRq bH
sup
 |exp p´̺tq pΓuq ptq|H ˇˇ t P R( ď 1a
2|̺|
|u|H̺,1pRqbH
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and
sup
#
|exp p´̺tq pΓuq ptq ´ exp p´̺sq pΓuq psq|H
|t´ s|1{2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ t, s P R ^ t ­“ s
+
ď |u|H̺,1pRqbH .
Furthermore, the mapping Γ is injective.
Proof. Let φ P C˚8pR;Hq. We have for s, t P R with s ď t invoking Hölder’s inequality and
the mean value theorem
|φ ptq ´ φ psq|H “
ˇˇˇˇż t
s
B0,̺φ puq du
ˇˇˇˇ
H
ď
dˇˇˇˇż t
s
exp p2̺uq du
ˇˇˇˇdˇˇˇˇż t
s
|B0,̺φ puq|2H exp p´2̺uq du
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
d
|exp p2̺tq ´ exp p2̺sq|
2|̺|
|φ|̺,1
ď
a
|t´ s|
d
|exp p2̺tq ´ exp p2̺sq|
2|̺| |t´ s| |φ|̺,1
ď
a
|t´ s| max  exp p̺xq ˇˇ x P ts, tu( |φ|̺,1
from which we can read off the desired Hölder continuity. With sÑ ´8 we also see from
the second inequality that
|φ ptq| ď exp p̺tq
d
1
2|̺|
|φ|̺,1 .
Moreover, using the relations B0,̺ “ B̺ ` ̺, cf. Corollary 2.5, and |φ|2̺,1 “ |̺φ|2̺,0` |B̺φ|2̺,0,
we calculate
|exp p´̺tqφ ptq ´ exp p´̺sqφ psq|H “
ˇˇˇˇż t
s
pB0,̺ pexp p´̺m0qφqq puq du
ˇˇˇˇ
H
ď
a
|t´ s|
dˇˇˇˇż t
s
|pB0,̺ pexp p´̺m0qφqq puq|2H du
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
a
|t´ s|
dˇˇˇˇż t
s
|pB0,̺φ´ ̺φq puq|2H exp p´2̺uq du
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
a
|t´ s|
dˇˇˇˇż t
s
|ppB0,̺ ´ ̺qφq puq|2H exp p´2̺uq du
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
a
|t´ s| |pB̺qφ|̺,0 ,
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ď
a
|t´ s|
b
|pB̺qφ|2̺,0 ` |̺φ|2̺,0
“
a
|t´ s| |φ|̺,1 ,
which shows that the mapping under consideration is a well-defined continuous linear
mapping. This mapping can now be extended by the obvious uniform continuity to all of
H̺,1 pRq bH due to the density of C˚8 pR;Hq in H̺,1 pRq bH .
Finally, to see that Γ : H̺,1 pRq b H Ñ C̺,8,1{2pR;Hq is injective, assume pφkqk is a
sequence in C˚8 pR;Hq with the property that |φk|̺,8,1{2 kÑ8Ñ 0 is a Cauchy sequence in
H̺,1 pRq bH with limit f P H̺,1 pRq bH . We need to show that f “ 0. Letting k Ñ8 in
the equality @B0,̺φk ˇˇψD0,0 “ @φk ˇˇ ´ B0,´̺ψD0,0 ,
where ψ P C˚8 pR;Hq is arbitrary, we obtain@B0,̺f ˇˇψD0,0 “ 0
for every ψ P C˚8 pR;Hq from which we conclude that
B0,̺f “ 0
and hence
f “ 0 in H̺,1 pRq bH
follows.
Lemma 5.2 gives a criterion when it may be reasonable to impose initial conditions. The
solution of the respective differential equation has to lie in some sense in the spaceH̺,1pRqb
H . We need the following definition.
Definition 5.3 (Dirac delta distribution). Let ̺ P Rą0. Then χRą0 P H̺,0pRq. We define
the Dirac delta distribution δ in the point zero as the derivative of the Heavyside function:
δ :“ B0,̺χRą0.
Clearly, δ P H̺,´1pRq. Moreover, it is easy to see that
δ : H´̺,1pRq Ñ K : φ ÞÑ φp0q.
For a Hilbert space H and w P H we denote by δ b w P H̺,´1pRq b H the derivative of
t ÞÑ χRą0ptqw.
Now our perspective on initial value problems is as follows.
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Theorem 5.4. Let ̺0 P Rą0, H a Hilbert space, C ą 0. Let F : C˚8pR;Hq Ñ C˚`8pR;Hq1
be such that for all ̺ P Rą̺0 there exists K P Rą0 such that for all u, w P C˚8pR;Hq and
ψ P C˚`8pR;Hq the estimates
|F p0qpψq| ď K|ψ|´̺,0 and |F puqpψq ´ F pwqpψq| ď C|ψ|´̺,0|u´ w|̺,0
hold. Moreover, assume that F pφq “ 0 for all φ P C˚8pR;Hq with supp φ Ď p´8, 0q. Let
̺ P Rą̺0, u0 P H and denote by F̺ : H̺,0pRq b H Ñ H̺,0pRq b H the unique Lipschitz
continuous extension of F . Then the equation
B0,̺u “ F̺puq ` δ b u0
admits a unique solution u P H̺,0pRq b H such that u ´ χRą0pm0qu P H̺,1pRq b H and
up0`q “ u0.
Proof. The unique existence of u P H̺,0pRqbH follows from Theorem 3.2. Moreover, from
the equation that is satisfied by u we get
u “ B´10,̺pF̺puq ` δ b u0q.
Therefore,
u´ χRą0u “ u´ B´10,̺δ b u0 “ B´10,̺F̺puq.
Hence, we read off that
t ÞÑ uptq ´ χRě0ptqu0
lies in H̺,1 pRq bH and thus in C̺,8,1{2pR;Hq, by Lemma 5.2. As a consequence,
up0`q ´ u0 “ pu´ χRě0 b u0q p0`q
“ pu´ χRě0 b u0q p0´q
“ up0´q
.
Theorem 4.5 yields the causality of B´10,̺F̺. It follows that u p0´q “ 0 and therefore the
initial condition
u p0`q “ u0
is satisfied.
The fact that the solution depends continuously on the initial data is formulated in our
setting as follows.
Theorem 5.5. Let H be a Hilbert space, C,D P Rą0. Let F,G : C˚8pR;Hq Ñ C˚`8pR;Hq1
be such that for all ̺ P RąmaxtC,Du, there exists K P Rą0 such that for all u, w P C˚8pR;Hq
and ψ P C˚`8pR;Hq we have
|F puqpψq ´ F pwqpψq| ď C|ψ|´̺,0|u´ w|̺,0 and |Gpuqpψq ´Gpwqpψq| ď D|ψ|´̺,0|u´ w|̺,0.
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and
|F p0qpψq| ď K|ψ|´̺,0 and |Gp0qpψq| ď K|ψ|´̺,0
Let u0, w0 P H and denote by F̺, G̺ the respective extensions of F and G as continuous
mappings within H̺,0pRqbH. Moreover, let u, w P H̺,0pRqbH be the respective solutions
of the differential equations
B0,̺u “ F̺puq ` δ b u0 and B0,̺w “ G̺pwq ` δ b w0.
Then the continuous dependence estimate
|u´ w|̺,0 ď
1
p2̺´ pC `Dqq
˜a
2̺|u0 ´ w0|H ` 2 sup
xPH̺,0pRqbH
|F̺pxq ´G̺pxq|̺,0
¸
holds.
Proof. Define rF̺ : H̺,0pRq bH Ñ H̺,´1pRq bH : u ÞÑ F̺puq` δb u0 and analogously rG̺.
Applying Theorem 3.6 and using Corollary 2.5, we get
|u´ w|̺,0 ď 1
1´ | rF̺|Lip`| rG̺|Lip
2
sup
xPH̺,0pRqbH
| rF̺pxq ´ rG̺pxq|̺,´1
ď 1
1´ |F̺|Lip`|G̺|Lip
2̺
sup
xPH̺,0pRqbH
|B´10,̺ pF̺pxq ` δ b u0 ´G̺pxq ` δ b u0q|̺,0
ď 2̺
2̺´ pC `Dq
˜
|χRą0 b pu0 ´ w0q|̺,0 ` sup
xPH̺,0pRqbH
|B´10,̺ pF̺pxq ´G̺pxqq|̺,0
¸
ď 2̺
2̺´ pC `Dq
˜
1?
2̺
|u0 ´ w0|H ` 1
̺
sup
xPH̺,0pRqbH
|F̺pxq ´G̺pxq|̺,0
¸
.
5.2 Local Solvability
It appears that the above solution theory only deals with global solutions. This is, however,
not the case. To illustrate how to get local existence results we consider an initial value
problem in a Hilbert space H
B0uptq “ gpt, uptqq, (10)
up0q “ u0,
where g : r0, T s ˆ H Ñ H is a measurable function. Moreover, for every x P H it holds
gp¨, xq P L8pr0, T s, Hq and there exists a radius η P Rą0 and a constant L P Rą0 such that
for all y, z P BHpx, ηq “ tw P H ; |w ´ x|H ď ηu we have
|gp¨, yq ´ gp¨, zq|L8pr0,T s;Hq ď L|y ´ z|H . (11)
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In this situation we derive the following Lemma.
Lemma 5.6. Let u0 P H and η P Rą0 such that (11) is satisfied for each y, z P BHpu0, ηq.
We denote the projection on the closed, convex set BHpu0, ηq by P . Then for each ̺ P Rą0
the operator F̺ defined by
F̺ : Cpr0, T s;Hq X pH̺,0pRq bHq Ď H̺,0pRq bH Ñ H̺,0pRq bH
u ÞÑ pt ÞÑ χr0,T sptqgpt, P puptqqqq
is a Lipschitz-continuous mapping with lim sup̺Ñ8 |F̺|Lip ă 8. Moreover, the continuous
extension of F̺, for which we will use the same name is causal.
Proof. For u, v P Cpr0, T s;Hq XH̺,0pRq bH we estimateż
R
|F̺puqptq ´ F̺pvqptq|2He´2̺tdt “
ż T
0
|gpt, P puptqqq ´ gpt, P pvptqqq|2He´2̺tdt
ď L2
ż T
0
|P puptqq ´ P pvptqq|2He´2̺tdt
ď L2
ż T
0
|uptq ´ vptq|2He´2̺tdt
ď L2|u´ v|2̺,0.
This would prove the Lipschitz continuity, if we ensure that F̺ is well-defined. This,
however, follows by using the above estimate to obtain
|F̺puq|̺,0 ď |F̺puq ´ F̺pχRě0 b u0q|̺,0 ` |F̺pχRě0 b u0q|̺,0
ď L2|u´ χRě0 b u0|̺,0 ` |gp¨, u0q|L8pr0,T s;Hq
d
1´ e´2̺T
2̺
ă 8.
The causality of F̺ is straightforward.
This Lemma shows that F̺ satisfies the conditions of our solution theorem concerning
initial value problems Theorem 5.4. Thus, there is ̺0 P Rą0 such that for all ̺ P Rą̺0 we
find a unique solution v P H̺,0pRq bH of
B0,̺v “ F̺pvq ` δ b u0. (12)
The next theorem asserts that a solution to (12) satisfies Equation (10) at least for some
non-vanishing time interval.
Theorem 5.7. Let ̺ P Rą̺0 and let v P H̺,0pRq bH be the solution of (12). Then there
exists t˚ Ps0, T s such that v satisfies Equation (10) on the interval r0, t˚s.
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Proof. For each t P r0, T s we obtain due to causality of F̺
B0,̺pχRďtpm0qv ` χRąt b vptqq “ χRďtpm0qB0,̺v
“ χRďtpm0qF̺pvq ` δ b u0
“ χRďtpm0qF̺pχRďtpm0qvq ` δ b u0
and thus we estimate using the first inequality in Lemma 5.2a
2̺ supt|vpsq ´ u0|He´̺s | s P r0, tsu
ď |B0,̺pχRďtpm0qv ` χRąt b vptq ´ χRě0 b u0q|̺,0
“ |χRďtpm0qF̺pχRďtpm0qvq|̺,0
ď |χRďtpm0qF̺pχRďtpm0qvq ´ χRďtpm0qF̺pχr0,ts b u0q|̺,0 ` |χRďtpm0qF̺pχr0,ts b u0q|̺,0
ď L|χRďtpm0qv ´ χr0,ts b u0|̺,0 ` |gp¨, u0q|L8pr0,ts;Hq
d
1´ e´2̺t
2̺
ď L supt|vpsq ´ u0|He´̺s | s P r0, tsu
?
t ` |gp¨, u0q|L8pr0,ts;Hq
d
1´ e´2̺t
2̺
.
If we choose t ă 2̺
L2
we can conclude that
supt|vpsq ´ u0|He´̺s | s P r0, tsu ď
b
1´e´2̺t
2̺?
2̺´ L?t |gp¨, u0q|L8pr0,ts;Hq.
Hence,
supt|vpsq ´ u0|H | s P r0, tsu ď e̺t
b
1´e´2̺t
2̺?
2̺´ L?t |gp¨, u0q|L8pr0,ts;Hq.
Therefore, we can find t˚ P r0, T s such that
supt|vpsq ´ u0|H | s P r0, t˚su ď η,
or in other words vrr0, t˚ss Ď BHpu0, ηq which implies
B0,̺vptq “ F̺pvqptq “ gpt, vptqq
for each t P p0, t˚q. Since the initial condition vp0q “ u0 is satisfied by definition of v and
Theorem 5.4, the assertion follows.
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5.3 Classical Delay Equations
In this section we apply the existence theory to classical delay equations, in particular
integro-differential and neutral equations. As a first step we observe that delay equations
typically show a special structure which can be utilized to formulate natural assumptions
for existence of solutions.
5.3.1 A Structural Observation
In many applications it turns out, that the function F of Theorem 3.2 factorizes as F “
Φ ˝Θ, where for Hilbert spaces H and V we have
Φ :
č
ηPRą0
Hη,0pRq b V Ñ C˚`8pR;Hq1
and
Θ : C˚8pR;Hq Ñ
č
ηPRą0
Hη,0pRq b V
with appropriate Hilbert spaces H and V and suitable conditions on Φ and Θ, which we
specify later on. Thus, we arrive at a specialized form of the general problem (3) given by
B0u “ Φ pΘuq .
We will prove well-posedness results for two particular cases. The first one, Theorem 5.8,
describes discrete delay, the second one, Theorem 5.10, deals with the whole past of u.
Theorem 5.8. Let N P N, H Hilbert space, let θ0, . . . θN´1 P Rď0 be distinct, s P p0, 1q,
̺0 P Rą0, Φ : C˚8pR;HNq Ñ C˚`8pR;Hq1. Assume that for all ̺ P Rą̺0, there is K P Rą0
such that for all u, w P C˚8pR;HNq and ψ P C˚`8pR;Hq we have
|Φp0qpψq| ď K|ψ|´̺,1 and |Φpuqpψq ´ Φpwqpψq| ď s|ψ|´̺,1|u´ w|̺,0.
Denote by Φ̺ the continuous extension of Φ as a mapping from H̺,0 pRqbHN to H̺,´1 pRqb
H. For ̺ P Rą̺0 let Θ̺ : H̺,0 pRq bH Ñ H̺,0 pRq bHN be given by
Θ̺x “
`
τθ0x, . . . , τθN´1x
˘ P H̺,0 pRq bHN .
Then, for ̺ large enough, the equation
B0,̺u “ Φ̺ pΘ̺puqq
admits a unique solution u P H̺,0pRq bH. Moreover, the solution operator is causal.
Proof. Let ̺ P Rą̺0 . We observe that ‖τh‖H̺,0pRqbHÑH̺,0pRqbH ď e̺h for all h ď 0, cf.
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Example 2.12. Thus, lim sup̺Ñ8|Θ̺|Lip ď 1. Hence, F :“ Φ̺ ˝Θ̺ satisfies the assumptions
of Theorem 3.2 if ̺ is chosen large enough. Causality follows from Theorem 4.5.
We introduce the mapping, which assigns to a function the respective past.
Definition 5.9. Let H be a Hilbert space. For a function ϕ : R Ñ H , we define
ϕp¨q : HR Ñ
`
HRă0
˘R
ϕ ÞÑ pt ÞÑ pθ ÞÑ ϕ pt ` θqqq .
Without additional effort, we can easily consider classical delay equations involving the
whole past of u, e.g., equations with unbounded delay.
Theorem 5.10. Let H be a Hilbert space, C, ̺0 P Rą0, s P p0, 1{2q. Let Φ :
Ş
ηPRą0 Hη,0pRqb
L2pRă0;Hq Ñ C˚`8pR;Hq1 be such that for ̺ P Rą̺0, there is K P Rą0 such that for all
u, w P ŞηPRą0 Hη,0pRq b L2pRă0;Hq and ψ P C˚`8pR;Hq we have
|Φp0qpψq| ď K|ψ|´̺,1 and |Φpuqpψq ´ Φpwqpψq| ď C̺s|ψ|´̺,1|u´ w|̺,0.
For ̺ P Rą̺0 let Φ̺ denote the Lipschitz continuous extension of Φ as a mapping from
H̺,0pRq b H to H̺,´1pRq b H. Then for ̺ P R such that ̺ ą maxt
´
C?
2
¯ 2
1´2s
, ̺0u the
equation
B0,̺u “ Φ̺pup¨qq
admits a unique solution. Moreover, the solution operator is causal.
Proof. Introduce the mapping
Θ : C˚`8pR;Hq Ñ
č
ηPRą0
Hη,0pRq b L2pRă0;Hq : ϕ ÞÑ ϕp¨q.
We compute a possible Lipschitz constant for Θ considered as a mapping from H̺,0pRqbH
to H̺,0pRq b L2pRă0;Hq for ̺ P Rą0. Let u, w P C˚`8pR;Hq. Then we have
|Θpuq ´Θpwq|2̺,0 “
ż
R
ż
Ră0
|upt` θq ´ wpt` θq|2Hdθ expp´2̺tqdt
“
ż
Ră0
ż
R
|upt` θq ´ wpt` θq|2H expp´2̺pt` θqqdt expp2̺θqdθ
“ 1
2̺
|u´ w|2̺,0.
Now, let ̺ P Rą̺0 , u, w P C˚`8pR;Hq and ψ P C˚`8pR;Hq. Then
|ΦpΘuqpψq ´ ΦpΘwqpψq| ď C̺s|ψ|´̺,1|Θu´Θw|̺,0 ď C?
2
̺s´1{2|ψ|´̺,1|u´ w|̺,0.
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For ̺ ą maxt
´
C?
2
¯ 2
1´2s
, ̺0u the assumptions on F in Theorem 3.2 are satisfied for the
choice F “ Φ ˝Θ. Causality follows from Theorem 4.5.
Note that the Lipschitz continuity assumption on Φ in Theorem 5.10 allows the Lipschitz
constant to grow moderately for increasing ̺.
Example 5.11.
(a) The assumptions of Theorem 5.10 are satisfied for the following situation. Let H be
a Hilbert space, g : R ˆ L2pRă0;Hq Ñ H with the property that there is L,K P Rą0
such that for all t P R, x, y P L2pRă0q bH we have
|gpt, 0q| ď K and |gpt, xq ´ gpt, yq|H ď L|x´ y|.
Then Φ given by Φpuq :“ pt ÞÑ gpt, uptqqq satisfies the assumption of Theorem 5.10.
(b) In turn, a possible choice for g may be as follows. Let h : Rˆ Ră0 ˆH Ñ H be such
that for all t P R, θ P Ră0 and x, z P H we have
|h pt, θ, xq ´ h pt, θ, zq|H ď L |x´ z|H
and hpt, θ, 0q “ 0. Then g : Rˆ L2pRă0q bH Ñ H defined as
gpt, xq “
ż 0
´8
hpt, θ, xpθqqdθ
satisfies the condition in Example 5.11(a).
Remark 5.12 (Initial value problems for delay differential equations). Let C, ̺0 P Rą0 and
let Φ :
Ş
ηPRą0 Hη,0pRq b L2pRă0;Hq Ñ C˚`8pR;Hq satisfy the following. For all ̺ P Rą̺0
there exists K P Rą0 such that for all u, w P C˚8pR;L2pRă0;Hqq and ψ P C˚`8pR;Hq it holds
|Φp0qpψq| ď K|ψ|´̺,0 and |Φpuqpψq ´ Φpwqpψq| ď C|ψ|´̺,0|u´ w|̺,0.
Denoting the Lipschitz continuous extension of Φ to a mapping from H̺,0pRqbL2pRă0;Hq
to H̺,0pRq bH by Φ̺, we want to discuss a delay differential equation for a given x´8 P
L2pRă0;Hq X CpRă0;Hq
B0,̺uptq “ Φpuptqq for t P Rą0 and up0q “ x´8. (13)
Consider the following problem
B0,̺w “ χRą0pm0qΦppx´8qp¨q ` wp¨qq ` δ b x´8p0´q. (14)
Then, according to Theorem 5.4, there exists a unique solution w P H̺,0pRqbH of Equation
(14) such that w ´ χRą0pm0qw P H̺,1pRq b H holds. Moreover, causality of B´10,̺ implies
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that suppw Ď Rě0. Indeed, we have
χRă0pm0qw “ χRă0pm0qB´10,̺
`
χRą0pm0qΦppx´8qp¨q ` wp¨qq ` δ b x´8p0´q
˘
“ χRă0pm0qB´10,̺χRą0pm0qΦppx´8qp¨q ` wp¨qq ` χRă0pm0qB´10,̺δ b x´8p0´q
“ χRă0pm0qB´10,̺χRă0pm0qχRą0pm0qΦppx´8qp¨q ` wp¨qq
` χRă0pm0qχRą0pm0q b x´8p0´q
“ 0.
By construction, w satisfies the initial condition wp0`q “ x´8p0´q. Moreover, by setting
u : t ÞÑ
#
x´8ptq, t P Ră0
wptq, t P Rě0
we have B0,̺wptq “ Φpuptqq for t P Rą0. Thus, u is the desired solution of (13). The
uniqueness of u follows from the uniqueness of w.
5.3.2 Integro-Differential Equations
In this section we want to give examples for differential equations leading to causal solution
operators. The latter is closely related to functions of the time derivative or its inverse in
the sense of Definition 2.10. We state some examples of functions of the time-derivative;
we refer to [15] and [23].
Example 5.13.
(a) Convolutions (1): Consider k P L2pRqXL1pRq with inf supp k “ 0 as a convolution ker-
nel. Then, by the Paley-Wiener theorem (cf. [18, Chapter 19]), the Fourier transformpk of k belongs to the Hardy-Lebesgue space, in particular, pk is analytic as a function of
R´ iRą0 (the lower complex half plane) to C. Moreover, since k P L1pRq, the operator
k˚ : ϕ ÞÑ k ˚ϕ is a bounded operator in H̺,0pRq for any ̺ P Rą0. In order to prove that
k˚ is a function of B´10,̺, it suffices to consider the following. For g P H̺,0pRq, we have
k ˚ g “ L˚̺L̺pk ˚ gq “
?
2πL˚̺ pL̺kL̺gq “
?
2πL˚̺pkpm0 ´ i̺qL̺g,
thus interpreting L̺k as the multiplication operator pkpm0´ i̺q, we are in the situation
of M above, where Mpzq “ pkp´i1
z
q.
(b) Convolutions (2): Let ε P Rą0, M : BCp0, εq Ñ LpHq analytic. In [23, Theorem 1.5.6
and Remark 1.5.7] it is shown that for ̺ P Rą 2
ε
there is k P L1pR, expp´̺tqdt;LpHqq
such that `
MpB´10,̺qg
˘ ptq “Mp0qgptq ` ż
R
kpt ´ sqgpsqds pg P C˚8 pR, Hqq.
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(c) Time shift: For r, h P Rą0 consider
Mpzq :“ expp´z´1hq pz P BCpr, rqq.
Then for ̺ P Rą 1
2r
the operator MpB´10,̺q is given by τ´h, cf. Example 2.12.
(d) Fractional integrals B´α0,̺ , α P r0, 1s , ̺ P Rą0.
We summarize our findings in the following theorem.
Theorem 5.14. Let H be a Hilbert space, r P Rą0 and let M,N : BCpr, rq Ñ LpHq be
analytic and bounded. Furthermore, let F : C˚8pR;Hq Ñ C˚`8pR;Hq be as in the Picard-
Lindelöf Theorem 3.2. Moreover, assume that for ̺ P Rą̺0 the respective continuous
extensions F̺ of F as mappings from H̺,0pRq bH to H̺,´1pRq bH satisfy
lim sup
̺Ñ8
|F̺|Lip ă sup
zPBpr,rq
‖Mpzq‖LpHq. sup
zPBpr,rq
‖Npzq‖LpHq
Then there is ̺1 P Rąmaxt̺0, 12r u such that for all ̺ P Rą̺1 the equation
B0,̺u “MpB´10,̺qF̺pNpB´10,̺quq
admits a unique solution u P H̺,0pRq bH. Moreover, the solution operator is causal.
Proof. By the Remarks 2.11(a) and (c) we have
sup
̺PRą1{2r
∥
∥MpB´10,̺q
∥
∥
LpH̺,´1pRqbH;H̺,´1pRqbHq ď sup
zPBpr,rq
‖Mpzq‖LpHq
and a similar estimate withM replaced byN . Thus, for ̺1 large enoughMpB´10,̺qF̺pNpB´10,̺qp¨qq :
H̺,0pRqbH Ñ H̺,´1pRqbH is a contraction for all ̺ P Rą̺1 . Thus, Theorem 3.2 applies.
Causality follows from Theorem 4.5 together with Remark 2.11(b).
5.3.3 Neutral Differential Equations
In this section, we consider neutral differential equations, i.e., equations in which the
derivative of the solution is evaluated at a point in the past. We emphasize that a solution
theory of examples of such equations is indeed covered by the results of the previous
section. A qualitative behavior of neutral differential equations of the following type has
been discussed in [24, 25]. A solution theory may be stated as follows.
Theorem 5.15. Let H be a Hilbert space, A,B,C P LpHq, h1, h2, ̺0 P Rą0,
f P Ş̺ě̺0 H̺,0pRq bH. Then the equation
B0,̺u´ CB0,̺τ´h1u “ Au`Bτ´h2u` f (15)
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admits a unique solution u P H̺,0pRq b H for ̺ large enough. Moreover, the solution
operator is causal.
Proof. By the above theorem, it suffices to show that Equation (15) can be written in the
form
B0,̺u “MpB´10,̺qF pNpB´10,̺quq
for suitable F,M,N . In order to construct F,M,N we observe for ̺, h P Rą0 the following
τ´h “ expp´hB0,̺q “ expp´hB̺q expp´h̺q.
As B̺ is skew-selfadjoint, ‖expp´hB̺q‖ “ 1 and thus, ‖τ´h‖ “ expp´h̺q. Moreover, by the
above Example 5.13(c), τ´h is a bounded and analytic function of B´10,̺. Choose ̺ P Rą̺0
such that for 0 ă h ď h1, h2 it holds
‖C expp´hB0,̺q‖ ď ‖C‖ ‖expp´hB0,̺q‖ “ ‖C‖ expp´h̺q ă 1.
Then p1´Cτ´hq is boundedly invertible. As a composition, the latter is a function of B´10,̺.
We may rewrite (15) as
B0,̺p1´ Cτ´h1qu “ pA`Bτ´h2qu` f.
By the choice of ̺ we get
B0,̺u “ p1´ Cτ´h1q´1ppA`Bτ´h2qu` fq.
For MpB´10,̺q :“ p1´C expp´h1B0,̺qq´1, NpB´10,̺q :“ pA`B expp´h2B0,̺qq and F pvq :“ v` f
for v, f P H̺,0pRq bH . Then Theorem 5.14 applies.
As a concluding example, which illustrates the versatility and utility of the concepts devel-
oped here, we consider a general class of neutral differential equations. We note that our
observation concerning the factorization occurs in slightly different version than in Section
5.3.1.
Theorem 5.16. Let C, ̺0 P Rą0, H Hilbert space and let Φ :
Ş
ηPRą0 Hη,0 b pH ‘ Hq ÑŞ
ηPRą0 Hη,0 b H be such that for all ̺ P Rą̺0 there is K P Rą0 such that for all u, w PŞ
ηPRą0 Hη,0pRq b pH ‘Hq we have
|Φp0q|̺,0 ď K and |Φpuq ´ Φpwq|̺,0 ď C|u´ w|̺,0.
Let α : R Ñ R, β : R Ñ R be bijective, Lipschitz continuous with bounded measurable
derivatives a.e. and α psq ě s, β psq ě s ` ε0 for some ε0 P Rą0 and all s P R. Denote by
Φ̺ the continuous extension of Φ as a mapping from H̺,0pRq b pH ‘Hq to H̺,0pRq bH
for ̺ P Rą̺0. Then there is ̺1 P Rą̺0 such that for ̺ P Rě̺1, the equation
B0,̺u “ F puq :“ Φ̺
`
u ˝ α´1, pB0,̺uq ˝ β´1
˘
(16)
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admits a unique solution u P H̺,0 bH. Furthermore the solution operator is causal.
Proof. Let ̺ P Rą̺0, u, w P C˚8pR;Hq. We confirm the condition on F in Corollary 3.3 for
k “ 1. We estimateˇˇ
u ˝ α´1 ´ w ˝ α´1ˇˇ2
̺,0
“
ż
R
ˇˇ
u
`
α´1 ptq˘´ w `α´1 ptq˘ˇˇ2
H
exp p´2̺tq dt
“
ż
R
|u psq ´ w psq|2H exp p´2̺α psqq |α1| psq ds
ď |α1|L8pRq
ż
R
|u psq ´ w psq|2H exp p´2̺sq ds
ď |α1|L8pRq |u´ w|2̺,0
and similarlyˇˇ
u ˝ β´1 ´ w ˝ β´1ˇˇ2
̺,0
“
ż
R
|u psq ´ w psq|2H exp p´2̺β psqq |β 1| psq ds
ď |β 1|L8pRq
ż
R
|u psq ´ w psq|2H exp p´2̺ ps` ε0qq ds
ď |β 1|L8pRq exp p´2̺ε0q |u´ w|2̺,0 .
Consequently, we getˇˇ
Φ
`
u ˝ α´1, pB0,̺uq ˝ β´1
˘´ Φ `w ˝ α´1, pB0,̺wq ˝ β´1˘ˇˇ̺,0
ď C
´ˇˇ
u ˝ α´1 ´ w ˝ α´1ˇˇ
̺,0
` ˇˇpB0,̺uq ˝ β´1 ´ pB0,̺wq ˝ β´1ˇˇ̺,0¯
ď C
b
|α1|L8pRq |u´ w|̺,0 ` C
b
|β 1|L8pRq exp p´̺ε0q |B0,̺u´ B0,̺w|̺,0
ď C 1
̺
b
|α1|L8pRq |u´ w|̺,1 ` C
b
|β 1|L8pRq exp p´̺ε0q |u´ w|̺,1
Hence, F : H̺,1pRq bH Ñ H̺,0pRq bH satisfies the condition in Corollary 3.3. Causality
follows from Theorem 4.5.
Example 5.17. A typical instance of our present problem class is H “ RN , N P N, and
Φ pu, vq “ pt ÞÑ g pt, u, vqq with g satisfying a uniform Lipschitz condition on RˆRN ˆRN
|g pt, u, vq ´ g pt, x, yq| ď L p|u´ x| ` |v ´ y|q ppt, u, vq, pt, x, yq P Rˆ RN ˆ RNq.
Thus, we obtain unique existence of solutions for
9x ptq “ g `t, x `α´1 ptq˘ , 9x `β´1 ptq˘˘ , t P R.
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